Proposed Amendment (in three parts):

1. That Part Four, Sec II., A. be amended by deleting “or deans (in the case of graduate programs)” from sentence five in first paragraph. The sentence to read:

   *Each chairperson sends both the self-evaluation and his/her recommendations to the respective dean by the date set forth by the Academic Vice President for the given year.*

2. That “or deans” be deleted from the first sentence of the third paragraph. The sentence to read:

   *The self-evaluations of the chairpersons are reviewed by the respective dean.*

3. That Part Four, Sec.II.,B. be amended by replacing “Graduate Dean” with “Academic Vice President” in the first sentence of the second paragraph and by adding “in the case of the Library, the Academic Vice President” to the second sentence. The new paragraph to read:

   *In all but the third year and the tenure decision year, the annual report of the departmental Tenure Committee is forwarded to the respective dean and that of the Library Tenure Committee to the Academic Vice President. The respective dean or, in the case of the Library, the Academic Vice President, responds to the Tenure Committee according to the guidelines in Appendix M.*